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My INDIA has expanded its strength in to various parts of the country this
summer. The members of My INDIA have put up praise worthy effort during these
holidays to propagate the concept of developed India and establish My INDIA in
different places. New chapters were started in Hyderabad, Kakinada and Vikarabad while
the Vizianagaram chapter celebrated its first anniversary during the vacation. The
Bangalore chapter is in the planning stage and Alumni and the PS students there are
taking active part in the promotion of My INDIA there.

Hyderabad Chapter:
The Hyderabad chapter previously consisted of a few members from PIRM Engineering
college who used to take up some developmental activities in and around. This time the
main focus was on spreading the brand name of My INDIA in different engineering
colleges and initiating relevant projects. With the support of the local members, we have
given several presentations for propagation The presentation at JBIET was a grand
success which attracted more than thirty students. They showed immense interest in
starting My INDIA in their college. The Principal and faculty have been of great support
through out. With this start up, we are planning to extend the chapter in 3-4 engineering
colleges situated near JBIT. We consulted the college heads and are proceeding in this
respect.

Kakinada chapter:
The members of My INDIA gave a presentation in
Kakinada Inst. Of Engineering Technology. This college
is already active in social service and has taken up good
number of welfare activities in the college. My INDIA is
proud to associate with this institute and take up
developmental projects. There was a press meet arranged
by the management during the presentation. The students
were captivated by the wonderful seminar and they
extended their full support in every way.

Vizianagaram Chapter:
The members of Vizianagaram chapter celebrated their first anniversary. As a part of it
they conducted a quiz to the children of 6th to 10th classes. It attracted many students out
of which 11 teams were
selected with 3 in each.
Winners were awarded books
of Swami Vivekananda
Another activity taken up was
distribution of fruits to patients
in the Govt. General Hospital
inVizianagaram. Pomegranates
were given to 60 patients,
including ladies, children and
leprosy patients. All the
members were deeply appreciated by the people for the service motive and social
outlook. News articles also appeared in the local news papers with the photo clippings.

In no time we were able to gather such a lot of like minded people to work
for the development of our dear nation. We hope My INDIA continues this
trend of opening new chapters and involves more and more people in this
movement.
THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING there is still a long way to tread.
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